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Task  
 

Success 
criteria 

The tasks below should be completed in order. We look forward to reading your work. 

L
it
e
ra

cy
  

 

Draw a story 

map 

Listen to 

story 

What 

happens 

first? 

Draw icon 

Draw arrow 

What 

happens 

next? 

Choose two 

icons and add 

speech 

bubbles 

Listen to you tube story All Change by Ian Whybrow. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbLZbcETDpU     

Draw story map using icons and arrows.   

What happens first? What’s next?  Any speech bubbles that 

could be added? Remember to write the words first before 

drawing the bubble around them. 
 

Challenge. 

Use 2a to describe some of the icons. 

L
it
e
ra

cy
   

describe 

 

Adjectives 

Adverbs 

Conjunction 

simile 

Look back at your story map for All Change!  

Choose your favourite part of the story and describe it in 

sentences using 2a, adverb and conjunction  if you can. 

Can you use a simile? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbLZbcETDpU
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L
it
e
ra

cy
  

 

Edit and 

improve 

2a 

Adverb 

conjunction 

How could we describe the tiger and the modes of transport? 

Look at this sentence. The tiger got on the train. 

 

Improve this sentence by adding adverbs and 2A, and changing 

the verb ‘got’ to a more interesting one. 

Now choose one of your sentences from yesterday and use the 

same criteria to improve it. 

Can you use a suffix in your sentence? Use the 

wordmat (words with suffixes ) to give you ideas). 
Can you extend the sentence using a conjunction? 

L
it
e
ra

cy
  

 

describe 

Choose 

transport 

Use 2a 

Adverb 

Conjunction 

Simile 

 

Tiger was very sad he couldn’t get to his birthday party. Can you 

choose a form of transport for Tiger to use and describe how it 

gets him to his party? Use 2a to describe how Tiger is feeling 

before he gets there and after he gets there. Describe what 

the transport looks like and how it moves. Can you use a simile? 

Read your writing and choose a sentence to improve if 

you can.  

L
it
e
ra

cy
 

Use compound 

words 

 

Fill in the 

missing words 

Find the 

compound 

words 

Solve the 

crossword 

Solve the 

riddle 

Watch 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcgv39q/articles/z38t6f

r to find out about compound words. Compound words are 2 

words that fit together to make a new word. Try worksheets 1 

and 2, then the crossword. 
 

Try the compound word riddles. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcgv39q/articles/z38t6fr
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcgv39q/articles/z38t6fr
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R
e
a
d
in
g
 

 

 

Read and 

answer 

questions 

Read the 

text and the 

questions. 

Underline the 

important 

part of the 

question 

where 

appropriate. 

Tick answers. 

Draw lines 

for answers. 

Fill in  

missing 

words. 

Complete 

sentences. 

 

Read Recycle comprehension activity. 

Try your best with the sheet you are most able to read.  

ADULTS PLEASE NOTE THAT THE ANSWERS ARE INCLUDED. 

Check that you have answered all the questions.  

T
op

ic
 

 

research 

 

 

Read ppts 

Answer 

questions 

Use 

sentences 

 

Read through the History of Cars ppts 1, 2 and 3. Fold your paper 

in half and write, OLD CARS  on one half and   NEW CARS on the 

other half then answer the questions on the last slide. Make sure 

you write in proper sentences. 

Can you add any extra information to your writing? 



 



 



 



 



  

  



 

  



 



Recycle Week happens every year in June. 

It is a time to remind people to recycle.

You can recycle:

• 	plastic,	like	shampoo	bottles;

• 	cardboard,	like	tissue	boxes;

•  metal, like bean tins.

Recycle Week

What Is Recycling?

Recycling is when objects are cleaned and changed 

into something else to be used again. It means 

things do not go to landfill. We need to put them 

in a separate bin or bag. 

Recycling can help save the environment.

Why Is It Important to Recycle? 

• Recycling saves resources.

•  Recycling saves energy.

•  Recycling helps protect  

the environment.

Did You Know…?

Clothes can be recycled.

visit twinkl.com



Recycle Week Questions

Questions
1.  How often is Recycle Week? Tick one.

  every year

  every week

  every day

2. Which of these can be recycled? Tick one.

  leftover food

  plastic

  nappies

3.  Where does rubbish normally go? Tick one.

  the beach

  forests

  landfills

4.  Why is it important to recycle? Tick two.

  to save resources

  to save room indoors

  to save energy

5.  Tick to show if the sentence is true or false.

Clothes cannot be recycled.

  true

  false
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Recycle Week Answers

Answers
1.  How often is Recycle Week? Tick one.

  every year

  every week

  every day

2. Which of these can be recycled? Tick one.

  leftover food

  plastic

  nappies

3.  Where does rubbish normally go? Tick one.

  the beach

  forests

  landfills

4.  Why is it important to recycle? Tick two.

  to save resources

  to save room indoors

  to save energy

5.  Tick to show if the sentence is true or false.

Clothes cannot be recycled.

  true

  false

visit twinkl.com



Recycle Week is an event that happens every 

year, normally in June. It is a time to remind 

people about what can be recycled and why it 

is important.

Recycle Week

What Is Recycling?

Recycling is when objects are turned into other 

things to be used again instead of being thrown 

into landfill. Things are washed and remade 

using special machines. This helps the planet 

and environment.

Big Facts

• Both metal and glass can be recycled. 

• Recycling one can could save enough energy 

to power a TV for four hours.

• Clothing can be recycled.

Why Is It Important to Recycle?

• Recycling saves resources, such as 

coal and wood.

• Recycling saves energy as it takes 

less energy to recycle than to make 

new things.

• Recycling helps protect the 

environment as rubbish isn’t sent 

to	landfills.

visit twinkl.com



Recycle Week Questions

Questions
1.  What month does Recycle Week normally happen in? Tick one.

  August

  December

  June

2.  What does Recycle Week remind people? Tick one.

  why we recycle and what to recycle

  why we don’t recycle

  why we should throw everything away

3.  Which of these can be recycled? Tick one.

  glass and nappies

  metal and food

  glass and metal

4.  How much energy is saved by recycling a can? Tick one.

  enough to power a boat for one hour

  enough to power a TV for four hours

  enough to power a fridge for one day

5.  What resources can recycling save? Tick one.

  coal

  ice

  food
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Recycle Week Answers

Answers
1.  What month does Recycle Week normally happen in? Tick one.

  August

  December

  June

2.  What does Recycle Week remind people? Tick one.

  why we recycle and what to recycle

  why we don’t recycle

  why we should throw everything away

3.  Which of these can be recycled? Tick one.

  glass and nappies

  metal and food

  glass and metal

4.  How much energy is saved by recycling a can? Tick one.

  enough to power a boat for one hour

  enough to power a TV for four hours

  enough to power a fridge for one day

5.  What resources can recycling save? Tick one.

  coal

  ice

  food

visit twinkl.com



Recycle Week is an event that happens every 

year, normally in June. It is a time to remind 

people about what can be recycled and why it 

is important.

Recycling is when objects made from...

are taken to a recycling plant and made into other things.

They are used again, recycled into something new instead of 

being thrown away. If we recycled all the steel packaging used 

in	one	year,	it	would	save	enough	energy	to	make	50,000	return	
train journeys between London and Edinburgh.

Why Is It Important to Recycle?

• Recycling saves resources, such as coal 

and wood.

• Recycling saves energy as it takes less energy 

to recycle than to make new things.

• Recycling helps protect the environment 

because less resources are mined from 

the ground.

• Recycling	helps	reduce	landfill	(huge	areas	
of rubbish) as it is instead remade into 

something else.

Recycle Week

glass steel cardboard plastic fabricpaper

visit twinkl.com



Recycle Week Questions

Questions
1.  When does Recycle Week happen?

2.  List three things that can be recycled.

3. How many train journeys could be saved from recycling steel packaging?

4.  Find and copy a word that means decrease.

5.  How does recycling help to protect the environment?

6.  Do you think recycling is important? Explain why.

visit twinkl.comvisit twinkl.com



Answers
1.  When does Recycle Week happen? 

Recycling Week happens every year, normally in June.

2.  List three things that can be recycled. 

Accept any three of the following: glass, steel, paper, cardboard, 

certain plastics, fabric.

3. How many train journeys could be saved from recycling steel packaging? 

50,000

4.  Find and copy a word that means decrease. 

reduce

5.  How does recycling help to protect the environment? 

Recycling helps to protect the environment because less resources are 

mined from the ground and less rubbish is sent to landfill.

6. Do you think recycling is important? Explain why. 

Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think recycling is important because 

it helps to keep the planet and environment clean and nice.

Recycle Week Answers

visit twinkl.comvisit twinkl.com
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Task  

 

Success 
criteria 

The tasks below should be done in the order given. 

M
a
th

s 

 

Compare 

capacity 

Capacity 

Largest  

Smallest 

Volume 

Compare 

estimate 

Look at Compare capacity ppt 1 and 2 and answer the questions. 

ADULTS PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ANSWERS ARE INCLUDED 

Now try compare capacity worksheet Monday 

 

 

CHALLENGE 

Find 4 containers in your house and order them from 

biggest to smallest. Estimate how many times the 

smallest container needs to fill the largest container.  

 

 

M
a
th

s 
 

measure Millilitres 

Measure 

Capacity 

Largest 

Smallest 

Comparison 

More than 

Less than 

Estimate 

Look at Millilitres ppt 1 and 2 and answer the questions. 

Increments means how many do you count between each number on 

the scale. 

Now try the millilitres worksheet Tuesday 

Look for any containers marked in millilitres. What is 

the largest amount of millilitres in any container? 

M
a
th

s 
 

measure Litres 

Measure 

Capacity 

Largest  

Smallest 

Comparison 

More than  

Less than 

estimate 

 

 

 

Look at the litres ppt 1 and 2 and answer the questions.  

Now try the litres worksheet Wednesday. 

Look for any containers marked litres. What is the 

smallest and largest container in litres that you can 

find? 
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M
a
th

s 

measure Temperature 

Measure 

Centigrade 

Celsius 

Increases 

Decreases 

thermometer 

 

 

 

Look at the temperature ppt1 and 2 and answer the questions.       Try the Temperature challenge activity worksheet. 

M
a
th

s 

Problem 

solving 

Measurement 

Litres 

Temperature 

Most  

Least 

celsius 

 

Try the measurement problems worksheet for Friday. Do as many 

as you can, writing the answers on the sheet r your maths book.  

Always, sometimes, never. Which is the correct answer 

to this statement? 

The larger the box the heavier it will be. 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 


